Courage, Compassion and Resilience

One of the challenges of caregiving for someone living with a severe brain illness is contending with misunderstandings related to mental illness and struggling with the associated stigma. When our younger daughter’s severe brain illness presented during adolescence, several people urgently offered advice. While most of the information and recommendations were well intentioned, some were rooted in fear, disbelief, and a fundamental misunderstanding of her severe brain illness. Some comments took the form of opinions about her condition and its causes, essentially assigning blame. This sort of advice briefly threatened to undermine our daughter’s medical and therapeutic care, by suggesting that she should be able to address her symptoms without the need for professional care and medication.

“Caregivers must stand firm in the midst of emotional anxiety, uncertainty, and assumptive blame.”

With the goal of enhancing our younger daughter’s treatment, I began meeting privately with our family’s cognitive behavioral therapist. She made a profound difference by helping us understand her severe brain illness and chart a caregiving course, and by emphasizing the need to establish boundaries and practice self-care. I encourage every caregiver to meet with a therapist as they take on their new role.

I also sought spiritual counsel from a pastor I greatly respect, and he encouraged me to study leadership. As a first step, he recommended the book, A Failure of Nerve: Leadership in the Age of the Quick Fix, by Edwin H. Friedman. This book has been a substantial and positive influence, and has complemented my own experience with cognitive behavioral therapy.

Following a model of what Friedman refers to as “self-differentiated leadership,” we caregivers must be willing to stand firm – at the risk of displeasing others – in the midst of emotional anxiety, uncertainty, and assumptive blame. We must allow ourselves to be vulnerable, but not succumb to fear, criticism, or worry. We must set boundaries with people who intentionally or unintentionally sabotage the care of our loved one, especially if his or her symptoms are sabotaging needed medical and therapeutic care. And we must separate ourselves from drama and gossip, yet continue to remain connected and focused on recovering together as individuals, families, and communities. We do not insist that everyone follow; rather, we encourage them to participate in the recovery process.

Bear in mind that this initial stage in brain health recovery will most likely involve the pain of isolation. But when we show up, when we are willing to learn, change, and grow, when we decide to patiently, lovingly, and kindly serve through caregiving, we have the potential to transform our loved ones’ and our families’ recoveries well beyond anxiety and apprehension by caregiving with self-differentiated leadership skills. We realize recovery is taking place when we see those involved with the process, especially those in our care, take on the role of a self-differentiated leader. As caregivers, there is no greater joy than seeing those in our care exercise responsibility for their care, and become leaders with a strong sense of self and purpose.
In my late twenties, I began to struggle with paranoia. I believed that my food was poisoned, and that people in my life were conspiring against me. Eventually, my mother and aunt convinced me to willfully enter a psychiatric facility. My diagnosis was bipolar disorder with psychotic features.

At first, it was difficult to accept my diagnosis, and I wasn’t committed to treatment. However, once I took my treatment seriously, I remained healthy and stable. I was thriving for seven years. From 1999-2006, I worked as a library technician and a marketing coordinator. In 1998, I married my friend from high school. In 2005, my psychiatrist of six years determined I was not mentally ill and took me off all medications. A year later, I became acutely psychotic. By this time, I was in a new city and was assigned a new doctor. My next doctor changed my diagnosis to schizoaffective disorder. It was later changed again to paranoid schizophrenia.

I know that my diagnosis sounds intimidating to some, maybe a little bit frightening, and is a mouthful, but please try not to fall back on myths or stereotypes when you apply those words to me or anyone else. I have come a long way since that diagnosis of bipolar disorder, and I have lived a full and rewarding life. I would not suggest it has been easy or has lacked difficulties, but each time the illness tried to crush me, I have rebuilt my life.

Like many other people with schizophrenia, I am a college graduate. From 2006-2011, I worked as a social worker. I am an avid writer and have recently published works in Teen Vogue, Ravishly, The Fix, The Mighty, Good Housekeeping, and Women’s Day.

I am currently embarking on a writing career, and I have published two books. One is a short prose and poetry book called Pills, Poetry Prose: Life with Schizophrenia. The second one was released this September and is called A Guided Mental Illness Journal and Workbook. This second book is a self-help book for people struggling with self-confidence or coping skills. It has sixty days of exercises, writing prompts and tasks designed to help individuals get past the symptoms of mental illness. They are both available on Amazon.

This year, in 2018, my husband and I celebrate twenty years of marriage. If you met me, you might note that I have a very distinct and loud laugh, a big smile, and I love to talk to people at grocery stores, coffee shops, bookstores, and wherever else I find a captive audience. Of course, I am simply trying to point out that my diagnosis isn’t what defines me. On most days, in most places, my illness would go unnoticed, and that is exactly how I want it to be.
A new article\(^1\) about stigmatization and trivialization in social media, published online August 1 in a psychiatric journal, caught my interest. The study described in this article examined mental health stigma in social media in 1,300 tweets about schizophrenia randomly sampled from a total of 1,059,258 tweets referring to five medical and five mental disorders. The study found that stigma and trivialization were found more often in tweets about mental disorders than about medical disorders. According to the study, in social media, schizophrenia was the most stigmatized (41%) of the mental disorders in tweets, far more than physical disorders (8%). The most trivialized disorder was obsessive compulsive disorder (33%), far more than physical disorders (7%).

Stigma within these tweets was expressed in the form of demeaning jokes, negative stereotypes, wishing illness upon someone, and associating illness with undesirable attributes, often as part of an insult. Trivialization was expressed as minimizing the illness or its suffering or difficulty recovering from it and glamorizing illness. Both stigmatization and trivialization of illness can cause people with psychiatric illness to suffer in silence, feel ashamed of their problems, and avoid seeking help.

There have been numerous campaigns aimed at reducing stigma against mental illness, yet stigma persists. Findings from this study suggest that anti-stigma campaigns need to extend efforts online and in social media to help people understand mental illness and specifically avoid using – and discourage others from using – language that is stigmatizing or trivializing toward mental illness. Specifically, education programs can help people comprehend the harm created by using the word “psychotic” as an insult or by invoking mental illness to disparage or ridicule others. The increasing use of social media throughout all levels of society and the widespread stigma propagated by it imply that anti-stigma programs will need to target diverse demographics and expend efforts across the constantly evolving forms of communication to change prevailing views about mental illness. Only through such efforts can we hope to eradicate the pervasive stigma that amplifies suffering and isolates people with mental illness from needed sources of social support and professional care.
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We are committed to helping patients to cope with and recover from schizophrenia.

Please consider making a donation to the CureSZ Foundation online at CureSZ.org

Your contribution will help provide education and referrals to patients and their families, those who work with the seriously mentally ill. CureSZ informs the general public to better understand this serious brain illness, and to provide scientific advances showing that there is hope for recovery, and a return to a fulfilling and normal life. The CureSZ Foundation is a 501(c)(3) nonprofit organization. All contributions are tax deductible.

“We are committed to helping patients to cope with and recover from schizophrenia.”